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Updated: Reopening Protocols for K-
12: Appendix T1

Recent Updates: 1/1/22

• Strong recommendation for all eligible staff and students to receive a booster dose of a COVID-19 vaccine in addition to 
their primary vaccine series.

• COVID-19 testing required for all close contacts who are permitted to remain in school immediately after exposure, 
regardless of vaccination or booster status.

• Masking now required for all outdoor activities where physical distancing is not feasible, except while eating or drinking.

• Staff are required to wear upgraded masks (surgical mask or higher level PPE).

• Students are strongly recommended to wear masks that are well-fitting, non-cloth masks of multiple layers of non-
woven material with a nose wire.
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DUSD KN95 Distribution

• Starting last Friday and completing yesterday, 3 
KN95 masks were delivered/provided to all 
DUSD staff

• KN95 masks will be available in the warehouse 
to resupply all staff as needed.

Know which Masks Provide the Best Protection Against COVID-19

Good Better Best

•Fabric mask with three or 
more cloth layers

•Double mask (surgical mask 
+ cloth mask)
•Fitted medical mask 
(surgical mask)

•N95
•KN95
•KF94
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Updated COVID-19 Exposure Management 
Plan Guidance in TK-12 Schools: Appendix T2
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DUSD COVID-19 Exposure Guidelines Cont.
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Information for Parents

For questions on isolation 
instructions, parents can 
call the LACDPH Case Hotline 
1-833-540-0473
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DUSD COVID-19 Exposure Guidelines Cont.

(2) Groups that Qualify for Modified Quarantine
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DUSD COVID-19 Exposure Guidelines – Exposure Cont.
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Updated Protocol for Organized Youth 
Sports: Appendix S

Recent updates 1/3/22:

• Updated to reflect a minimum 7-day suspension of all team activities for any youth sports team 
in which there has been an outbreak of four or more epidemiologically linked cases over a 14-day 
period.

• Masking restrictions have been extended. In addition to masking required for all indoor sports 
when practicable, masking is now also required for moderate and high-risk outdoor sports where 
distancing is not possible, when practicable.

• Recommendation and hyperlink added regarding new DPH guidance for improving ventilation in 
gymnasiums.

• Updated to reflect that the threshold for Mega Events has been lowered from 10,000 to 5,000 
attendees for outdoor Mega Events and from 1,000 to 500 attendees for indoor Mega Events.
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• We have been notified that California Department of Public Health 
(CDPH) will be providing L.A. County with a supply of at-home test kits for 
K-12 students, with the goal that kits are distributed to every student 
before they return to school so they can test at their home before they 
come back to school after the break.

• We understand that this is short notice, but with the rise in transmission 
due to the Omicron variant, these efforts are intended to provide an 
additional level of protection for students, staff, and school communities.
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DUSD Self-Test Distribution

• Phase One(1/5 & 1/6-D.O. Distribution): Students who were 
absent due to receiving a red check on their self-screener.

• Phase Two (1/7-School Distribution): All students in attendance 
received an at-home test kit (approx: 15,750).

• Phase Three (1/8-DHS Distribution): All students who were 
marked absent on 1/7 received a kit (approx: 3660).

• Phase Four (1/11 & ongoing-School Distribution): Upon request, 
families who have not received an at-home test kit will continue 

to have their kits allocated by their respective school sites.
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Home COVID tests to be covered by 
insurers starting Saturday

Starting Saturday, private health insurers will be required to cover up to eight
home COVID-19 tests per month for people on their plans. The Biden 
administration announced the change Monday as it looks to lower costs and 
make testing for the virus more convenient amid rising frustrations.

Under the new policy, first detailed to the AP, Americans will be able to either 
purchase home testing kits for free under their insurance or submit receipts for 
the tests for reimbursement, up to the monthly per-person limit. A family of four, 
for instance, could be reimbursed for up to 32 tests per month. PCR tests and 
rapid tests ordered or administered by a health provider will continue to be fully 
covered by insurance with no limit.
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FDA expands Pfizer boosters for more 
teens as omicron surges

The U.S. is expanding COVID-19 boosters as it confronts the omicron surge, with 
the Food and Drug Administration allowing extra Pfizer shots for children as young 
as 12.

Boosters already are recommended for everyone 16 and older, and federal 
regulators on Monday decided they’re also warranted for 12- to 15-year-olds once 
enough time has passed since their last dose.

But the move, coming as classes restart after the holidays, isn’t the final step. A 
panel to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is expected to decide later 
this week whether to recommend boosters for the younger teens with a final 
decision by Dr. Rochelle Walensky, the CDC’s director.

The FDA also said everyone 12 and older who’s eligible for a Pfizer booster can get 
one as early as five months after their last dose rather than six months.
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https://apnews.com/article/how-can-i-protect-myself-from-omicron-variant-c4e5662a36708a594c454b171ab93bd0
https://apnews.com/article/how-effective-are-boosters-against-omicron-17d4ec04084a6ad283f663d29acb9537


Questions
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